ENGLISH

ART & DESIGN/D.T

In Spring 1,the children will continue to learn about constructing and writing down sentences. We will be extending sentences using conjunctions such as and, so, and
because.

The children will be learning about and exploring traditional Inuit art and use this as an inspiration for their
own artwork.

PE
In indoor PE, the children will explore
changes in size, speed, level and dynamics
and use gestures and travelling to show meeting and greeting.
In outdoor PE, we will develop fundamental movement skills. Extend
agility, balance and coordination. Engage in co-operative physical activities.

We will be reading journey stories to learn the structure
and the type of language used. We will also be discussing
the stories that we read to ensure that children understand what they have read and can talk about it confidently. When writing our own journey story, we will be
focusing on the build-up and problem. We will be writing
about the journey of a migratory animal that we have
learnt about in geography and science.

GEOGRAPHY AND HISTORY

Year 2—Spring 1

Frozen Planet

In Geography, we will explore the physical and human features of
the Arctic. We will also explore how humans adapted
to living in a particular climate. The children will use
this learning to compare the
Arcitc with the UK.
ICT

Music
We will continue to explore different sounds and
tunes and practising singing in groups, using melodies
with varying tempo and mood.

MATHS
In Spring 1 the children will be using addition and subtraction
strategies to solve problems. They will also work with money,
making totals, calculating change and solving practical problems involving money. They will also work on multiplication
and division strategies, and use arrays to solve problems.

In ICT, the children will be learning how to use animation to tell a
story. The children will design a background and take multiple
photos to animate movement.

RE
In RE, the children will be
learning about inspirational
people and thinking about
what makes a person a good
role model.

CITIZENSHIP

SCIENCE
In Science, the children will be learning about the basic
needs of animals, including humans. They will be learning about life process and using this information to identify which things are alive, dead and which
have never been alive.

The children will learn about how a community works. They
will learn about people who help us in
their own community.

